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NEW QUESTION: 1
Identify the correct Connect Web Services for SOAP .NET code
snippet for retrieving NamedID values for the Opportunity.
Survey object.
A. NamedID [ ] valuesForNamedID = _client .GetValuesForNamedID
(clientlnf oHeader, null,
"Opportunity.Survey");
B. NamedID [ ] valuesForNamedID =
Related Postsclient. GetNamedID (clientlnf oHeader, null,
"Opportunity.Survey", "values");
C. NamedID [ ] valuesForNamedID = _client.
GetOpportunitySurveyValuesByNamedlD &lt;) ;
D. NamedID [ ] valuesForNamedID = _client. GetNamedlDValues
(clientlnf oHeader, null,
"Opportunity.Survey");
E. NamedID [ ] valuesForNamedID = _client .GetValuesForNamedID
("Opportunity - Survey" , null, clientInfoHeader);
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have two subscriptions named Subscription1 and
Subscription2. Each subscription is associated to a different
Azure AD tenant.
Subscription1 contains a virtual network named VNet1.VNet1
contains an Azure virtual machine named VM1 and has an IP
address space of 10.0.0.0/16.
Subscription2 contains a virtual network named VNet2. VNet2
contains an Azure virtual machine named VM2 and has an IP
address space of 10.10.0.0/24.
You need to connect VNet1 to VNet2.
What should you do first?
A. Move VM1 to Subscription2.
B. Move VNet1 to Subscription2.
C. Provision virtual network gateways.
D. Modify the IP address space of VNet2.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The virtual networks can be in the same or different regions,

and from the same or different subscriptions.
When connecting VNets from different subscriptions, the
subscriptions do not need to be associated with the same Active
Directory tenant.
Configuring a VNet-to-VNet connection is a good way to easily
connect VNets. Connecting a virtual network to another virtual
network using the VNet-to-VNet connection type (VNet2VNet) is
similar to creating a Site-to-Site IPsec connection to an
on-premises location. Both connectivity types use a VPN gateway
to provide a secure tunnel using IPsec/IKE, and both function
the same way when communicating.
The local network gateway for each VNet treats the other VNet
as a local site. This lets you specify additional address space
for the local network gateway in order to route traffic.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gatewayhowto-vnet-vnet-resource- manager-portal

NEW QUESTION: 3
During the EAP process and specifically related to the logon
session, which encrypted key is sent from the RADIUS server to
the access point?
A. WPA key
B. shared secret key
C. encryption key
D. session key
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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